
VA-Model EXTRA 330 SC 1050mm EPP gelb

Art.Nr.: VAEXTRA330SCYE



 Technical specification:

Wingspan: 1050 mm

Length: 1080 mm

Flight weight: 590-660 g (dep. on the RC equipments)

Servos: 4

Material: EPP

Functions: Rudder, Elevator, Ailerons, motor

Level ARF



 Product description:

 

Acrobatic model from EPP foam based on real master acrobatic special Extra 330 SC. This model brings a very 
pleasant, realistic and dynamic flight characteristics that will appreciate it for beginners as well as advanced pilots. 
Model allows to fly all aerobatics and 3D figures.

The plane is produced by CNC technology from EPP foam. It has a wide speed range and pleasant flying behaviour, 
EXTRA is intended primarily for advanced pilots. This model has almost all parts made from EPP foam, plexi cockpit.

Extra 330SC has attractive graphic design, which combine elegance with ferocity. Graphis design is so unique again.

Model has removable landing gear.Transport isn't problem, this model can be transported in the trunk of ordinary 
middle-class.

We recommend to use an brushless motor engine with a thrust about 1kg, 890-1200RPM. 9-12g micro-servos with a 
thrust about 2,2-2,5kg (If possible, use a digital servos).
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Choose all components wisely. Remember, that flight wight and proper selection of this rc components determines a quality of 
flight characteristics of this model!
 

Airframe is composed of counters, it's very tough and there is possible to use a wide range of components.Model build time is approximately 1-2 hours.The kit contains: assembled fuselage, a pair of wings, rudders, complete accessories needed to finish the model (wheels, levers, plastic parts,  ,etc.), laser cut plywood parts. Printed manual and very detailed video quide (construction Step-By-Step)All parts are in the selected color treatment. Bentigtes Zubehr: nicht im LieferumfangBrushless motor200-300W, 900-1200RPM/VPropeller (by the engine)10x4,7", 11x4,7"SF, 11x5,5", 12x6"Speed controller25-30AServos4x microservoBattery (LiPol)1500 - 2300mAh 3SAdhesivesCA, Styro gluePreis:86,99 EURinkl. 19 % MwSt.  zzgl. Versandkosten

https://www.bay-tec.de/bay-tec-shop20/popup_content.php?coID=100

